Maggie Beer New Lines
MAGGIE BEER STRAWBERRY & VERJUICE JAM
CODE: 103171
EAN:

SIZE:

285G CS=6

$7.66

EACH

$10.94

9321325070884

RRP

Tasting Notes:
A heavenly twist on the household favourite, the winning strawberry flavour in this deliciously thick jam is enhanced
by one of Maggie’s favourite ingredients – verjuice. Enjoy with butter on a nice thick slice of sourdough toast, melt
and drizzle over a pavlova, or add to a hot scone with a dollop of whipped cream to give your taste buds a treat you
won’t soon forget.

MAGGIE BEER SPICED PLUM & CHERRY JAM
CODE: 103172
EAN:

SIZE:

285G CS=6

$7.66

EACH

$10.94

9321325070877

RRP

Tasting Notes:
The tart flavours of plum and cherry in this jam are accentuated by the warm finish of cinnamon on the palate. Slather
over toast, swirl through a cake or add to a plump scone with a dollop of whipped cream, and let the flavours delight
your taste buds.

MAGGIE BEER AFFOGATO CARAMEL
CODE: 103173
EAN:

SIZE:

250G CS=6

$7.97

EACH

$10.94

9321325070891

RRP

Tasting Notes:
This Affogato Caramel is every coffee-lover’s dream. The rich sauce features a coffee flavour that is perfectly balanced
by the velvety-smooth caramel, the sweetness complemented by a hint of salt. This Affogato Caramel sauce can be
poured over your favourite desserts, into homemade pastry cases to make little tartlets, or enjoyed straight from the
jar!

MAGGIE BEER RASPBERRY POMEGRANATE CORDIAL
CODE: 103180
EAN:

SIZE:

260ML CS=6

$7.58
$13.09

9321325070839

EACH
RRP/INC

Tasting Notes:
Raspberry and Pomegranate combine to create a perfect balance of sweet and zesty in this delicious cordial. It makes a
refreshing drink when simply mixed with water but is magnificent added to a cocktail or drizzled over your favourite
dessert.

MAGGIE BEER SPICED SEVILLE CORDIAL
CODE: 103181
EAN:

SIZE:

260ML CS=6

$7.58
$13.09

9321325070853

EACH
RRP/INC

Tasting Notes:
This delicious cordial teams the unique zesty flavour of Seville orange with the delicious spice combination of
cinnamon, nutmeg and ginger. It makes a refreshing drink when simply mixed with water but is magnificent added to a
cocktail or drizzled over your favourite dessert.

MAGGIE BEER STRAWBERRY ELDERBERRY CORDIAL
CODE: 103182
EAN:

SIZE:

9321325070846

260ML CS=6

$7.58
$13.09

EACH
RRP/INC

Tasting Notes:
Sweet strawberries are teamed with the tart, earthy flavours of elderberry to create this delicious cordial. It makes a
refreshing drink when simply mixed with water but is magnificent added to a cocktail or drizzled over your favourite
dessert.

Orders can be emailed to orders@europeanfoods.com.au or
contact your European Foods Representative

Maggie Beer New Lines
MAGGIE BEER TOM & LEM MYRTLE PASTA SCE
CODE: 103176
EAN:

SIZE:

500ML CS=6

$8.00
$11.43

9321325000973

EACH
RRP

Tasting Notes:
This slow-cooked pasta sauce uses beautifully ripe Australian tomatoes that deliver a delicious flavour that is further
enhanced with a signature Maggie twist. Featuring the fresh, lemon accents of Lemon Myrtle, this sauce is the perfect
foundation for a delicious pasta dish.

MAGGIE BEER TOM & SHIRAZ PASTA SCE
CODE: 103177
EAN:

SIZE:

500ML CS=6

$8.00
$11.43

9321325000980

EACH
RRP

Tasting Notes:
This slow cooked pasta sauce has the delicious flavour of beautifully ripe Australian tomatoes combined with Shiraz,
garlic and a hint of rosemary. This sauce will transform a simple bowl of pasta andwill transport your tastebuds to the
hills of Italy.

MAGGIE BEER TRAD CAVATELLI PASTA
CODE: 103178
EAN:

SIZE:

500G CS=6

$8.00
$11.43

9321325001000

EACH
RRP

Tasting Notes:
Made with 100% Australian Wheat, Maggie Beer’s slow dried Cavatelli Pasta has an authentic flavour and texture that
makes it the perfect starting point for any pasta dish. Simply pair with one of Maggie Beer’s beautiful pasta sauces,
specially created for you to delight any palate or read one of our pasta recipes to inspire you.

MAGGIE BEER EGG LINGUINE PASTA
CODE: 103179
EAN:

SIZE:

93213250000997

375G CS=6

$8.00
$11.43

EACH
RRP

Tasting Notes:
Made with 100% Australian wheat and free range eggs, Maggie Beer’s Linguine Egg Pasta forms deliciously silky
ribbons and is the perfect base to creating beautiful pasta dishes at home. Simply pair with one of Maggie Beer’s
beautiful pasta sauces, specially created for you to delight any palate or read one of our pasta recipes to inspire you.

Orders can be emailed to orders@europeanfoods.com.au or
contact your European Foods Representative

